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(feat. Gaza Kim & Jah Vinci)

[Intro: Vybz Kartel]
A word of advice from me and Not Nice
Schoolers
Teacha (teacha)
Baby students (students)
Di students
Get yuh uniform press
Pack yuh knapsack
Kim seh school a di ting
Reflect Jah Vinci

[Chorus: Gaza Kim]
Make sure seh you gwaan a school
Tek in yuh education nuh form nuh fool no
Idlers mi nah have time fi you
Listen when di teacha talk
Learn di golden rule

[Verse 1: Vybz Kartel]
Big monday morning
This is di plan
Look inna yuh knapsack
Pen inna yuh hand
Sidung and study fi di maths exam
And stop from think bout playstation
Put dung di smokie
You nuh big man
What's 13 percent of 30 million
When school over nuh stand up inna gang
Gwaan home gone study some long division
Talk to dem Jah Vinci

[Hook: Jah Vinci]
Parents do something for me
Parents do something for me
Gih di youth dem uniform
Gih dem school book
Gih dem lunch money
Make sure seh dem homework done
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Make dem go to bed early
Make sure seh dem nah follow no bad company

[Chorus: Gaza Kim]
Make sure seh you gwaan a school
Tek in yuh education nuh form nuh fool no
Idlers mi nah have time fi you
Listen when di teacha talk
Learn di golden rule

[Verse 2: Vybz Kartel]
Hey school girl!
What you did just wrong
You in uniform and a look bus man
Memba seh nobody in your family never go to college
Be di first one
Add math, algebra, ven diagram
What is di capital of Westmoreland
Spell pneumonia, tek a good guess nuh man
If yuh nuh know yuh doing something wrong
Talk to dem Jah Vinci

[Hook: Jah Vinci]
Parents do something for me
Parents do something for me
Gih di youth dem uniform
Gih dem school book
Gih dem lunch money
Make sure seh dem homework done
Make dem go to bed early
Make sure seh dem nah follow no bad company

[Chorus: Gaza Kim]
Make sure seh you gwaan a school
Tek in yuh education nuh form nuh fool no
Idlers mi nah have time fi you
Listen when di teacha talk
Learn di golden rule

[Outro: Vybz Kartel]
A word of advice from me and Not Nice
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